It is a very important job for the improvement of comprehensive appraise on mining enterprises' ecological management information system. The evaluation of mining enterprises' ecological management information system should be implemented: First of all, carry on overall analysis and appraisal to each subsystem that is operated; then, draw the value of evaluation index of each subsystem and arrange them in an order based on that. Finally, draw the lowest value in each subsystem according to the result of arranging in an order, judging by that we can improve the subsystem purposefully. The improved mining enterprises'management information system will ecologically adapt to the changing environment.
INTRODUCTION
This paper adopts the model that combines Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with Genetic Algorithm (GA) to carry on comprehensive appraisal to each subsystem of MIS, so that we can find out the subsystem that is most feeble and need to be improved among them to enhance the capability of whole ecological Management Information System [1] . We train the ANN with the GA, and research the connection weigh value and structure of the neural network at the same time. Doing that can get better results of learning, and the networks have good selfcompatibility [2] . To analyze and evaluate mining enterprises' ecological MIS through studying cases, we can find out the feasibility and higher scientific theoretical foundation of this research.
BUILDING GENETIC NEURAL NETWORK MODEL TO EVALUATE THE ENTERPRISE'S ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
According analyzing characteristic of ecological management information system, it is workable to set up the decision evaluation index to each subsystem.
A. Structure and Algorithm of Genetic Neural Network
Beside input layer suppose the total input of the node in any layer as formula (1) shows. Where Vj stand for the output of the node j in former layer, Wij stand for the weight value in network. The output of node i is expressed as formula (2) shows.
We define error function of training network's weigh value as formula (3) shows. In T training sets, the total errors are expressed as formula (4) shows.
Generally, every network expressed by a chromosome in binary. In the network, every connection is expressed as ten genes in binary [3] . One of important problem when GA is used to optimize the weight value of neural network is how to define appropriate goal function. Error function is often used as a solution. In the formula (5), Emax stands for the maximum of error function.
B. Genetic Neural Network Model to Evaluate The Ecological Management Information System of Mining Enterprises
Genetic neural network model that will evaluate the MIS for mining enterprises includes two steps. Appraise the subsystem at first, then execute comprehensive appraise on mining enterprises' MIS [4] . The structures and functions of two systems are different. Mining enterprises' management information subsystem appraises in genetic neural network model is confirmed according to the amount of the subsystem. We can obtain structure weight among units in network.
We have the coefficient of correlation significance in formula (6) . x=wjk in the formula. In formula (7)，Sij stands for absolute effect coefficient.
In the formula (8), 1 i m   , and xij is the input value network need, and aij is the standard score of some index after some experts appraise [5] .
In the actual appraisal work, the expert should adopt qualitative appraisal to all indexes at first, then try quantification .Principle for the expert evaluating is to adopt the fuzzy comprehensive decision method to analyze primitive information, and sort them to five kinds: best, better, good, generally, bad, worse, worst [6] . After each expert examine each index of each subsystem and determining the qualitative grade, we go on to do corresponding quantification to the comment [7] .Best score is 100. Better score is 90. Good score is 80. Generally score is 70. Bad score is 60. Worse score is 50. Worst score is 40.
CASE STUDY
According the formula (8), we can obtain the evaluation result of each subsystem that is shown in Table I . [8] . Input data to neural network and analysis, we can see that subsystem B and subsystem E are feeble links in implementing ecological MIS of enterprise. They should be strengthened and improved in daily management.
CONCLUSIONS
It is a very important job for the improvement of the system to comprehensive appraise on every subsystem of MIS, feeble link of system can be found out and improved. In this paper, to use ANN and GA can provide the sequence of the subsystems and to find out the feeblest subsystem, and take the corresponding measure to improve it according to the expert's appraisal. Beyond all questions the improved information system will ecologically adapt to the changing environment.
